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www.smallblackbox.com.au@
Small Black Box...

a Monthly performance space at

the Institute of Modern Art,

420 Brunswick St., Fortitude

Valley, Brisbane to foster a

community (both artists and

audience) dedicated to

experimental music and sound

art in Brisbane, Australia.

The opportunity for local and interstate artists to fulfil

experimental music performances and sound art

installations in the inspiration driving Small Black Box.

Artists are freed to concentrate on their work and have

it scheduled into into a rapidly evolving year program

that attracts Brisbane audiences.

Intimate audiencesare supporting present skirmishes

with sound art and experimental music performances

sporadically attacking the entertainment scene; with a

monthly medication Small Black Box aims to develop,

refine and widen the tastes and education of the

audience. With support from sponsors (Arts Qld, 4ZZZ,

Qmusic, SBS Alchemy & IMA), ticket sales and

volunteers, the budget for Small Black Box is modest,

an emphasis is on local artists performances as a cultural

exchange of ideas with local talent. Promotion is

approached innovatively by reinforcing flyers and

posters with emails and newsgroups, aus_noise,

enhancing the word of mouth support that drives the

awareness of new music performances in Brisbane.

Subscribe to the newsletter to get monthly reminders

to the next performance and artists biographies.

Small Black Box, as a performance space is a pivotal

location for new music in Brisbane. Associated with the

events will be a regular stall of recorded works by artists.

Small Black Box crew: Andrew Kettle - Greg Jenkins -

David Loose - Scott Sinclair

production team

Andrew Kettle - Curator
Brisbane sound artist and organiser of the events: Small Black

Box 2001—02, Ao: Audio Only ‘01, Ambient Explosions 1999-2000

and Deviations ’98-99 which highlight experimental musicians

and sound artists. Kettle’s work is heavily influenced by alchemy

and is riddled with transmutive processes and experiential work

in the natural world. His performance highlights include

D>Art2001 (sound), Total Huge New Music Festival 2001 (Sound

Spaces), MAAP 1999, 2001, Liquid Architecture ‘01, AIMIA Awards

1999, ACMC 2000,01 and Electrofringe 1999,00,01. His work has

received radioplay nationally on JJJ, Radio National, ABC

Classical FM, SBS FM, and through numerous community radio

stations around Australia. His recording material dates back to

1993, with several CD releases and numerous tracks on various

compilations including Serbsky Institute, ABC music, Vibragun,

Last Chance Gasp, Phat Lips and Overt.

Greg Jenkins - Assistant Curator
Greg lectures in sound media at the Creative Industries Faculty

at the Queensland University of Technology and has also been

artistic director of the performance ensemble Simulation.  He

curated the concert programme of the Australasian Computer

Music Association 2000 conference and has also worked on a

number of film score projects.  Most notable of these was co-

writing the score for the short film STOP which gained

international recognition at the 2000 Cannes Film Festival.

endoPHONIC is Greg’s main musical vehicle and is a collaboration

with like minded composer Richard Wilding. Using elements

like electronic transformations of acoustic sound sources and

real-time software synthesis, endoPHONIC use the vocabulary

of musique concrete to navigate a course through

contemporary non-dance oriented electronica.

David Loose - Audio Engineer
David Loose has been working around the fringes of Brisbane’s

music scene for the past four years.  He has been working at

his home studio since 1997, and completed a Cert. IV course

in Contemporary Music/Sound Engineering in 2000.  Since then,

he has worked in various fields, including lighting (both

corporate and rock), camera (for Big Brother) and tech on a

travelling theatre show, (audio and lighting) as well as continuing

to work on his own music, which continues to get nation wide

air play.  He has also assisted in the recording of local acts,

done remix work and worked in radio, including making

recordings for SBS’s Alchemy and producing 4zzz broadcasts.

Scott Sinclair - Web/Graphic Design
Experimental musician working in both electronic and

instrument-based projects in Brisbane since 2000. Performance

highlights include Can of Worms 2001; Electro-Communion 2002;

Small Black Box 2001/2002; Sound Summit 2002; Melbourne

Fringe Festival 2002; and performances with groups pH3, Ocean

of Air, and Flew Creeking. His sound works have received airplay

throughout the country on ABC Classic FM, RTRFM, 3CCCFM

and 4ZZZFM. In 2002, Scott has been involved in organising a

number of experimental-related events at the Pink Palace in

Herston with Odyssey Creative Productions.

The Authors of material are alone

responsible for the opinions expressed

therein. This program is published by Scott

Sinclair for Small Black Box. All

communication should be addressed to:

email: scott@cybermarket.com.au

mobile: 0412 543 104



artist biographies

Bourbaki
Nicholas Bourbaki; an allegedly shy,
reticent mathematician; was broadly
hailed as a genius for his work with
multiple mathmatical disciplines. The
truth eventually showed Bourbaki to
be nothing more than a pseudonym
for a collective of French
mathematicians with different
specialities.

While it is perhaps a fitting moniker to describe the loose
collective of Lloyd Barrett (digital signal processing), B.W.Bird
(guitar/sax), Joe Musgrove (turntables, tapes, fx) and Andrew
Thomson (keyboards, mixing); they prefer you use their real
names.

It is perhaps a coincidence that the group strives to provide
improvisational music that builds to a sound that is more
than the sum of its original parts.  No solo, no ego, all sound.
It is not a coincidence that they play on a cd enscribed with
the label "Bourbaki", which hails from the Serbsky Institute
label.
They see no reason to be alarmed at the date (23/2/3).

see also: brainlego, diaspora, distorter, conscience quartet,
unhappy bee person, biffplex, dZo.

Kunt
kunt are an all girl noise
spectacular featuring performance
and earbleeding noise... Featuring
DR ROK and LuLu DELUX aka DJ
SNATCH

The first kunt lineup was formed
when Roger Mann, Multiple Ann
and Dr Rok met in jail where they
served time for various stupid and
petty crimes. Their ears first
opened to the opportunities of
experimental music when they started to bang on their cell
bars together. Creating a racket that let them express their
anger in a more suitable way than stealing panties from
neighbours’ washing lines. Once out of jail, their friends at
Ran-dee dog kennels helped them record their first album,
which was aired on 4zzz 102.1fm’s demo show, May 1997.
An unfortunate argument over an rca lead, lead to the untimely
accidental deaths of Roger Mann and Multiple Ann.... MAY
THEY REST IN PISS

A very eventfull night at the dollar Peep Show led to sparks
flying, as LuLu Delux drilled her way into the gentle Dr’s
heart. As the sun rose on the dawning of this bright era,
LuLu and the gentle Dr tripped over a very Karen Elliot lying
face down in the gutter. For the three glorious years to follow
the trio cleared rooms and terrorised audiences. As LuLu
grinded, Karen Elliot sucked and the good Dr ROKED!!!!!!!!
As the years flew by, Karen sucked her way to the top.
Leaving behind LuLu and Dr Rok, for the sunny beaches of
Afghanistan.

OTHER KNOWN KUNT COLLABORATERS: dr spoon, agit8,
kiki ill , defektro, msbr, arugaki

MISSION The Institute of Modern Art (IMA) is a non profit organisation
and is Queensland’s foremost public art space devoted exclusively to
contemporary art. Our mission is to generate, present and interpret
contemporary visual culture. Since its founding in 1975, the IMA has
achieved an international reputation for projects by established, mid
career and emerging artists. Its commitment to promoting dialogue within
the artistic community is reflected in the program of lectures, forums,
conferences and publications.

FACILITIES In October 2001, the IMA officially opened its new location
in The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts, 420 Brunswick Street,
Fortitude Valley, Brisbane. In addition to four galleries, the new IMA
space also features a screening room, three residential artist studios,
and administrative offices. The centre also includes a 200 seat
performance space, where the IMA will present performances, lectures
and exhibitions. The amenities within this centre will enable artists,
writers, musicians, film-makers and performers from all facets of the
IMA program to develop and display their work in a first class facility.

EXHIBITIONS We present a year-round exhibition program of work by
contemporary artists at various stages of their careers. Changing every
six weeks, exhibitions range from our annual Fresh Cut show that
profiles the work of emerging local artists to solo exhibitions by
established international artists. From experimental work at the forefront
of technology to retrospectives of major artists, our exhibitions are
always presented with full curatorial and education support, and the
design talents of our staff.

PUBLISHING The IMA publishing program boasts over thirty titles on
contemporary art, including artist monographs, critical theory and
exhibition catalogues. Eight new titles are presently in research and
production stages. Distributed throughout Australia and internationally
in North America, the UK, Asia and New Zealand, these publications
provide an important profile of contemporary arts in Queensland and
Australia.

LECTURES Our lectures and forums feature a host of local speakers,
as well as interstate and international artists, academics, writers and
curators. Topical and interrogative, our lectures and forums present,
explore and critique contemporary thought. Talks are often presented in
cooperation with universities and other arts organisations, thereby
optimising potential audiences and cost efficiency. Our lectures and
forums are usually presented free of charge to the public.

MEMBERSHIP Being a member of the IMA is the most direct way of
showing your support and interest in the ongoing future of this
organisation, and keeping in touch withy challenging IMA members enjoy
an active involvement in all IMA events and activities. For only $16.50
(concession), $33 (individual) or $55 (family) and $60 for organisation
you can become an IMA member and receive:
Invitations to all IMA exhibitions, launches, lectures, forums, films,
performances and parties; The IMA Bulletin; Substantial discounts at art
suppliers, entertainment and retail outlets and arts training and services;
The right to vote and nominate for the IMA’s management committee;
Access to the IMA’s internet and research facilities; 10% discount off
all IMA publications when purchased from the IMA. Each new member
receives a complimentary copy of selected IMA publications , An invitation
to the infamous Annual Member’s Cocktail Party.
All prices include GST.

Become a member http://www.ima.org.au/stufftobuy.html#membership



interviews
small black box this Sunday 23/2/03 at the IMA features
Brisbane acts, kunt, bourbaki and biffplex.   I caught up with
Lloyd Barrett, one quarter of bourbaki and Joe Musgrove of
Biffplex to ask about their approach to live performance.

As artists, how do you interpret the relationship between the
recorded medium and live performance?  Do you for instance
draw upon recorded material to present to an audience or do
you develop new material for the performance situation that
is distinct from any recorded works?

Lloyd

Materials that are recorded for passive listening should, in
my opinion, have a level of sonic depth that is not always
necessary or even preferable in a live situation.  Most of my
work utilises more than one level of pre-recorded material;
usually mixed and mangled in such a way as to allow certain
characteristics to remain whilst the holistic character evolves
into a different form. For live mixing (as opposed to the DSP
stuff I do with Diaspora and Bourbaki) I try to ensure a fresh
palette of sounds to work with, created no more than a week
before the performance. With regards to Bourbaki my function
is to create a multi-layered soundscape out of Bryan’s live
guitar input.
Joe
most of my material has some form of “live ‘ sound to it,
whether it is  recorded at home or in front of people.  even
when overdubbing, i far prefer  to respond realtime to what’s
already on the tape... so this is a somewhat  artificial distinction
for me... and we do lots of different stuff so....  yes, with
biffplex especially, we remix and reprocess (live) our already
existent recordings (recorded live of course) many of which
are only partly  complete... also, performing in public is
generally much more phatt than  jamming at home.

Does the fact a live performance is a unique moment in time
inspire you to take greater risks or to desire greater security?

Lloyd

For me I would say “greater security”.  I tend to plan things
and set up structures that will allow me to improvise without
fear of falling (fingers-crossed!)
Joe
depends... with biffplex, there is a defined aesthetic, and a
desire to  provide consistently wikkid live sound...so we conduct
our experiments in  private and use public to present the
findings, but, with other projects  (esp. with michael norris, )
there is a desire to fly by the seat of ones  arse and let the
good times roll.

Do you use the same approach for the visual aesthetic of
your live performances as you do for the aural aesthetic?

Lloyd
I have not ventured too far into the visual aesthetic - mainly
because with the live material there is always too much to
do.  The Diaspora project has been the most visual by far
with the performers hidden behind a screen showing slides
with alchemical symbols, random photographs and a sufi
dancer! Emphasising the ritual aspect of the sound is something
I wish to explore further at some point. There is a point,
however, where it can become too manufactured or contrived.
 At times it is better to leave the visuals to the imagination of
those listening.
Joe
with biffplex- yes, but only recently. at other times, i couldn’t
give a shit for the aesthetic aspect of the visual side. it is
what it is. some dudes. making noise. with stuff.

How important is the aspect of the spectacle in your work?

Lloyd
Well it really depends on the project - I am 100% more
concerned with the sound than whether it is boring watching
me staring at a monitor!  As mentioned above I think that
spectacle CAN be entertaining, but in my experience it is
harder for an audience to listen than to watch.  I think actively
involving the audience is something far more interesting than
just providing something to look at; however it needs to be
predefined and controlled enough that I can honestly say “I
am the composer of this work”.  Would love to organise a
larger scale ritual performance that involves characters, role-
playing, pyrotechnics etc... it just hasn’t been the case so far!
Joe
not very.  but we all have our plans don’t we...

Call for fully refereed papers
Full copies of conference papers for peer review and publication
in the conference proceedings are requested. The refereeing
process will satisfy the eligibility requirements for inclusion in
publication quanta for Australian Universities.
Submission deadline for fully refereed papers: Monday May 5
2003; Abstracts due: Monday 24th March 2003

Call for non-refereed papers
Individuals making proposals under this category should submit
an abstract. These papers will have non-refereed status and
will be selected by the organizing committee on the basis of the
submitted abstracts and their relevance to themes as they
develop.
Note: Papers under this category will be published in full in the
conference proceedings if suitable final drafts are received by
the due date (see above).
Submission deadline for non-refereed papers: Monday 26th
May 2003; Abstracts due: Monday 24th March 2003

Example topics for appropriate papers:
Technical
Here are a few possibilities for papers in this area:
o The use of multiple media in music composition
o Software and hardware developments
o The integration of music/sound with other disciplines
o Machine listening and composing/interactive music systems

o Sound synthesis and digital signal processing
o The impact of technology upon form, practice and presentation.

Non-Technical
Here are a few possibilities for papers in this area:
o Cross-disciplinary possibilities for computer music practice

o Critical analyses of works or compositional trends
o Socio-cultural, economic and political aspects of digital music
making
Organizers would particularly like to encourage submissions
from members of the wider academic and music community for
the non-technical category. It is envisaged that the non-technical
sessions will appeal to a musically literate but non-technically
expert audience. It is the intention that the non-technical papers
will strengthen the links between theory, criticism and practice,
and that they would be of interest to a wider audience.

Artist talks/reports
We wish to explicitly encourage opportunities for artists to
discuss previous, ongoing or developing projects, with particular
emphasis on projects that relate to the conference themes.
Submissions from studios/centres and artist organizations and
co-operatives are also encouraged.
Submission deadline for fully refereed papers: Monday 5th
May 2003; Submission deadline for non-refereed papers:
Monday 26th May 2003; Abstracts due: Monday 24th March
2003
Further Information
Further announcements with details of registration, submission
dates and procedures, accommodation options, website
address and so on will be posted in the near future.
Lindsay Vickery l.vickery@cowan.edu.au
studio for research in performance technology
0893706826
WAAPA@ECU
2 Bradford St
Mount Lawley, 6050

acmc 2003



ACMC 2003
Australasian Computer Music Association Conference 2003
incorporating the e*mergence New Media Series and Soundwork
Exhibition
Theme: “Converging Technologies”
5th - 7th July, 2003
Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts,
Edith Cowan University, Mount Lawley, Western Australia

Introduction: Australasian Computer Music Association
Conference 2003, 5th - 7th July
Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts, Edith Cowan University.
The Australasian Computer Music Association is pleased to announce
its 11th conference: Converging Technologies. The Conference will
present research and new works that focus on the convergence of
audio, visual and mechanical technologies. Recent times have seen a
rapidly increasing convergence of technologies in the Electronic Arts.
The conference will seek to gauge the impact that artists crossing the
media boundaries (ie composers becoming videographers, dancers
becoming composers etc) is having on the practice of electronic music.
It also seeks to highlight developments in the field of live computer music
including interaction, improvisation and non-linear works, with an
emphasis on the impact this is having upon form, practice and
presentation. Relevant sub-themes include: the nexus between music,
computers, image and movement; recent software and tool developments;
formal innovations that are the result of composition and performance
projects where multiple media are intrinsic to the project; theory, criticism
and listening involving computers, music, image and movement. The
conference will include concerts, paper sessions, artist talks, discussion
panels and studio reports.

e*mergence New Media Series July 8-12 and Soundwork
Exhibition July 6 - July 18
Perth Institute for Contemporary Arts and various Perth spaces
e*mergence is series of concerts focusing on the convergence of
audio, visual and mechanical technologies. The Soundwork exhibition
will feature work created in installation format shown in a variety of
spaces throughout the Perth Cultural Precinct and ECU. The program
will be a national survey of new work in new fields such as interactive
sound and video, visual music, bio-music and extended performance
practice. e*mergence is presented as part of the Australasian
Computer Music Conference 03 in association with tura events company,
the Perth Institute for Contermporary Arts and WAAPA@ECU.

DEADLINES:
Abstracts Due: March 24 2003
Submission deadline for fully refereed papers:
Monday 5th May 2003
Submission deadline for non-refereed papers:
Monday 26th May, 2003
Submission deadline for musical works: April 7 2003

Call for musical works
The conference committee welcomes the submission of works utilizing
with any combination of computers or electronic and acoustic elements,
recorded media or live performance with any combination of electronic
and acoustic elements. Available playback formats will include CD, DAT,
Mini Disc, ADAT, sound file/disk based playback and DVD. In addition to
audio playback, there will be the possibility for video/data projection. A
selection of microphones is available for live amplification and there will
be a possibility to utilize an 8-channel sound diffusion system.
Submission deadline for pieces or performance proposals:
Monday 7th April 2003
Potential pieces may involve;o Music that explores multiple media in its
form and presentation
o Music involving interactivity, non-linearity or multiple layers
o Real-time computer processing of live sound and its interaction
o New formal approaches engendered by recent technical developments
The availability of performers for works may be limited and performance
of works is subject to the availability of required players. WAAPA is a
multi-disciplinary institution with schools of Visual Arts, Theatre, Music
Theatre, Music (Electronic/Classical/Jazz) and Dance. It is hoped that
applicants will consider taking advantage of WAAPA students. Where
possible WAAPA will encourage the participation of senior performers
from the student body.

acmc 2003 small black box review

SBB#19 - 26 January 2003 - Hydatid & Lalila
It was an enjoyable night, in the back of my head was

the reality that this was the last Small black Box in it’s birth
home, Metro Arts. The title of this performance space, Small
Black Box, was derived from the upstairs rehearsal area
performance by Cat Hope, now quite a while ago; besides
the fact that the person, Michael Norris , that had first thought
of the name has now left Brisbane and Australia for further
research in Plymoth, UK (The place where Captain Cook set
sail from). So much has changed in the Brisbane scene,
artists coming and going, an entire history of performances
recorded mainly in the memory of the audience that where
there. And here I am sitting in the 19th Small Black Box.
Hydatid and Lalila.
I have always enjoyed Hydatid. His ability to swim in an
electronic bubble bath and not drown in remarkable. I giggled
thinking of his last SBB performance with the backdrop of
some B grade itialian horror movie that had the audience at

the time laughing and
watching the confused
look on David Loose’s
face who whilst
performing was the
only person with his
back to the screen.
Someone has told him
by now that we
wheren’t laughing at
him... it is no wonder

that he left the projector empty, relying on a asian style
shadow play  reinforced by a solitary light that cast his shadow
on the screen as he meditatively swayed above his equipment,
whilst his facial featured
harshly contrasted by the
same light twiched and
winst. Tonight his sound
was different. His peaceful
electronic soup was
boiling away norishing
my soul, but there was an
underlying uneasiness
that rose to the surface
and taughtened me. Occassionally harsh-ish objects bubbled
out of the ambience to bite my mind whilst in this floatation
tank of a performance. Something was being said, a
subtleness that eluded speach that rested in the shallows of
this composition, was it an uneasiness with the world or a

reality that the world is a
complex place being
simplistically reflected now
in my ears? Has the
ambience woken up to the
war cries of the surrounding
media? Hydatid has
collected   something since
his last performance and
one of the belongings that

I took a liking to was the honesty of his performance that
reflected the thoughts and feeling of the ‘now’. Oh... if I had
any ideas as to Small Black Box being an escapist hour or
two once in a month Hydatid certainly woke me up. This is
Life, not as we make like to imagine it or hope that it may be
, but how it is right now in his present and mine. This is the
crystal clear communication of the silicon chips that play
host to his audio sermon. I hear you Hydatid. I am listening.



time_place_space 2

CALL FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST TO
PARTICIPATE IN TIME_PLACE_SPACE 2

21 September-5 October, 2003
Charles Sturt University, Wagga Wagga, NSW

Following the success of the inaugural Time_Place_Space
workshop in 2002, expressions of interest are being sought
from artists working across disciplines, cultures, and/or
mediums to participate in Time_Place_Space 2. The
workshop aims to challenge, invigorate and strengthen hybrid
arts practice in Australia, with a strong emphasis on
performance. The workshop will be facilitated by national
and international practitioners, including Ong Keng Sen
(Artistic Director, Theatre Works, Singapore and founder of
Flying Circus Project), Michelle Teran (Toronto-based
performance, installation and online artist) and Margie Medlin
(Melbourne-based filmmaker, lighting and projection designer).
The workshop is open for up to twenty Australian artists from
diverse cultural, geographic and art form backgrounds.
Time_Place_Space 2 will provide an opportunity for
participating artists to explore, debate, analyse and create.
The workshop will encompass: collaborative, conceptual
development of participant-initiated projects; skills-based
development in relation to screen, sound and dramaturgy;
and lectures, conversations and debates. Participants will be
provided with the full training program, access to technical
facilities and studio space, accommodation and subsidised
catering.
Registration: $900 (full), $500 (concession).
Some travel assistance may be available to artists who can
demonstrate financial need. For details please contact the
Project Manager.
Expressions of interest must be received by mail by 28
February 2003 and should include: a 500-word statement
addressing why you are interested in participating; the
conceptual framework for a project in the initial stages of
development (no longer than one page), a two-page curriculum
vitae, support material and two referees.
For further information and the selection criteria, contact
the Project Manager, Julieanne Campbell on:
Tel. 02 9698 7235
email: tps@performancespace.com.au

Time_Place_Space 2 is curated by Sarah Miller  Director of
PICA, Julianne Pierce  Director of ANAT, and Fiona Winning
 Director of Performance Space. It is an initiative of the New
Media Arts Board of the Australia Council, and is produced
by Performance Space. The site partner is Charles Sturt
University, Wagga Wagga.

small black box review

After a breath, is was
back into the theatre
to see Lalila. I had the
opportunity to see two
of their Cd-roms and
what I saw on my
monitor, whilst being
crippled by an
obviously too slow
computer was
exciting and fantastic.
I was looking forward
to this performance for some time. Possibly I hadn’t been
out much, perhaps SOOB had showcases some exciting
video art, but the talk on the street was that it hadn’t. Tonight,
I sat in comfort and witnessed two Sydney artist play on two
laptops that would make my excuse for a calculator perish
and compost. An Australia Arts grant had allowed them the
time to develop their own tweeks to a software package, buy
a projector and go hunting for performances. It was a multi-
layered glitch video controlling itself and feeling a multi-
layered audio live performance that had extra elements of
audio that had been taken from most nature videos, which

had been the result of
a residence in a
beautiful landscape. It
worked for me big
time. the marriage of
live manipulated video
with live manipulated
sound that relied on
each other was
brilliant. I could see
the sounds, that wind

in the grass micro visual loop matched that ultra snippet of a
wind in the grass sound. That glitch sound matched the
spider that was twitching between three frames of video. I
could see sounds coming and hear pictures about to emerge
form. It was splended. My mind raced with thoughts of
combinations, of possible projections and sounds, only to
be taken back to a new change in the slowing evolving
performance. Lalila gradually strolled through time, was it a
limitation of the equipment, whilst being only a year old is
probably too old now. I think it was a deliberate choice. The
meditative depth would be lost in a thumping assult to the
senses. Think more of a NSW back paddock version of
Microcosm with very few
insects a reality of
torturous agricultural
practice. Treeless. I was
truly emmerced. The
ending was clumsy, but I
don’t wake very eaily either.
I tend to find myself awake
with a saw back and
begrude the hour. The
dream was over, the
laptops closing, the quad
system reduced to a
background hum. The
mummer of the audience
mainly saying ‘wow’. Small
Black Box is a reflection of our lives, it is changing. Now
with more organisers, moving to the IMA and the Judith Wright
Centre. I have awoke. But I have always know that Brisbane
is a talent-full place wanting to express, just needing an ear.
Tonights combination of overwhelming unknown interstater
and local golden boy was brilliant... what a start to the year.
Rigel Sirus - rigelsirus@hotmail.com


